
General Rules 
The objective in epidemic exponents® is to infect as many people as possible. Each case of your virus 
is represented with virus chips, which can be obtained through exponent rolls and event cards. When 
the Event Card deck runs out or every country gets infected, the game ends and whoever has the most 
cases wins. There are four types of virus chips: 1’s, 10’s, 20’s, and 100’s. Each country has a max 
capacity of people to infect, and that limit cannot be passed. A country can have two different viruses in 
it, but both viruses add to the max limit together.


Setup 
 


Put the deck of area cards in a pile, the event cards in a pile, and the game board on the table. Sort the 
chips into piles by their values, and you are ready to start.


Starting the game 

Once the game is setup, each player draws an area card and places two virus chips in that place. Then, 
each player rolls a die and the highest roll goes first, circling clockwise.


Example: Player 1 pulls an area card, and it is Canada. Player 2 pulls Australia. The board should now 
look like this:


The players roll the die, and Player 1 rolls the higher number, so they go first. 


How a Turn Works 
There are 3 steps in turn: rolling, pulling a card, and moving virus chips, in that order.


Rolling:

 roll a die, and use that number as the exponent. The base should be how many virus chips you have in 
one country of you choice, and the roll should be the exponent. Add the final result to the country in 
virus chips.

Example: Player 2 rolls a 3, and decides to multiply in Canada. Player 2 has two chips in Canada so the 
equation is: 23=8. This means Player 2 adds 8 virus chips to Canada, so Canada now has 10 of Player 
2’s virus chips in it. 


Picture example—>


There are exceptions to this rule though. If a one is rolled, that player roll again and chooses two 
infected countries instead. They add them into an equation like this:

Player 1 rolls a one, and rolls again and gets a five. Player 1 now chooses two countries infected by his 
virus to use as exponents: Australia and China. He has 6 chips in China and 20 chips in Australia. Make 
the smaller base negative, so the equation looks like this:

(-5x20)5  So, Player 1 now solves the equation using the power of a power law and adds -10,000,000 to 
both China and Australia. It may seem bad but with a lucky rule this can also come out as a positive for 
the player too.


Pulling a card: 

 After rolling, you pull a card and do whatever the card says. (Cards are mentioned in the Event Cards 
section)


Moving virus chips:

In this stage of your turn, you can choose to move any amount of virus chips through routes (Routes are  
represented by lines between two places). When moving chips through a route, half the chips that take 
the route get discarded (rounding down). Chips must be sent through routes in groups of two or larger.


Event Cards 
Vaccine card: 

When a vaccine card is pulled, it will reveal a negative number. The 
player will create a negative exponent, with the number on the card, 
by rolling the die. The number on the die will represent the exponent 
on the equation. The result of the equation is how many virus chips 
you take away from a country. 


Anti -Vaccine card: 

When someone pulls a anti - vaccine card, they save it and when 
they pull a vaccine card they can discard the ant-fax card to stop all 
effects of the vaccine card.


Quarantine: 

The next exponent you roll automatically is a zero on your next turn, and on the next turn after that it is 
a one. When rolling exponents from then on minus one from your roll.


Disobedience: 

Roll twice and use the two numbers as exponents, with the bases as two. It should look like 2 to the 
power of the first roll times 2 to the power of the second rule. Use the product of a power law to add 
the exponents and solve the equation, then add the number in virus chips to an infected country.


Lockdown: 

When a lockdown card is pulled, you and your opponent cannot move your virus chips from one 
country to another for two turns


Virus PSA 

All countries (including your opponents) lose one virus chip
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